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CD COMPANION BOOKLET, PAGE 1 (INTRODUCTION)
I have always been interested in the power of song to captivate the attention of children within a
classroom environment, and to inspire them in various aspects of their lives. As I have become more
personally devoted to the practices of mindfulness and meditation, I have had the desire to help children
engage in developing their own mindfulness practices.
My hope is that you use this CD in the classroom, or at home, to openly reinforce mindfulness as a way of
living. The songs I have written are intended to help children pay attention to themselves, others, and
their surroundings - while also helping them realize their connection to the world at large. The songs also
introduce topics such as compassion, empathy, gratitude, loving-kindness, helping others,
interconnectedness, teamwork, patience, acceptance, and self-confidence.
In this booklet, songs are accompanied with learning objectives and follow-up mindful moments,
activities, or questions. Children should not be expected to do a “good job” or a “bad job” when engaging
in these follow-ups. There is no good or bad way of being mindful; the purpose is to place all of your
attention on the experience.
I hope that children will listen to my music, grow with confidence and learn to embrace themselves,
others, and the world at large with curiosity, tenderness and warmth. I wish to empower them to
experience life to the fullest, live with an open heart and mind, and to appreciate all of their beautiful and
unique talents.
Thank you all for listening!
Love,
Lianne (liannebassin.com - info@liannebassin.com)
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1. Bye, Bye Thoughts
Introduces children to the meditation technique of noticing their thoughts and letting
them go.
Create a Mindful Activity: Have your children draw a few empty clouds on a piece of
paper. The clouds can be in whatever shapes they want. Have them draw themselves
looking up at the clouds. Ask, “What thoughts are floating through your mind right now?
Can you illustrate some of your thoughts in the clouds and watch them pass on by?”
2. Together We’re Beautiful
Empowers children to embrace their uniqueness as well as the differences they find in
others.
Create a Mindful Moment: Remind your children that their internal dialogue has a lot to
do with how they feel. You can say something like, “Isn’t it interesting that when we say
nice things to ourselves, we feel good?” or “Isn’t it interesting that when we say mean
things to ourselves, we feel bad?” Have your children think of some affirmations that they
can say to themselves starting with, “I am.” To make these affirmations come alive
visually, they can illustrate their “I am” phrases. You can write down their words and turn
these illustrations into a book that your children can read to you.
3. I Am
Helps children see that they are connected to the larger world. Furthermore, if they treat
nature with respect and thoughtfulness, the world will be a better place to live in.
Create a Mindful Activity: Have your children lie down on a big piece of paper. Trace the
outline of their body with a marker. Ask them, “What do you enjoy in nature? Animals?
Plants? Beaches? Rainbows? Can you draw some of these things inside of your body?”
This will help create a visual understanding of their connectedness to their surroundings.
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4. Trees
Encourages children to develop a relationship with nature and cultivate a curiosity about
their surroundings.
Create a Mindful Activity: Help your children to connect with nature by having them take
care of a plant. Talk to them about what a plant needs, and have them make a plan about
its care. Buy a seed or a tiny plant and have your children observe how this plant grows.
Connect this growth to their growth by asking them, “What do you need in order to
grow?” and “Wow! Your plant is growing so tall, just like you!” Children can also have a
“Plant Journal” and illustrate their plant every week. They may have fun looking at the
transformations in their drawings over time.
5. Mr. Bear and Birdie
Helps to instill compassion for those who are not as fortunate. If we have more than we
need, it is important to share what we have with those who do not have enough.
Ask Mindful Questions: “What happened to Birdie’s home?”(It was destroyed in a
storm.) “Do you think it was hard for Birdie to ask for food from Mr. Bear?" "Why?" (Mr.
Bear is big and scary; he does not look anything like Birdie. Mr. Bear and Birdie are not
friends at all.) “How did Mr. Bear help Birdie?” (Mr. Bear gave Birdie food.) “How did
Birdie help Mr. Bear?” (Birdie taught Mr. Bear how to share. Birdie helped Mr. Bear learn
compassion and helped him see that sometimes it is nice to share with someone who
needs help, even if that person is not your friend and does not look the same as you do.)
For younger children, it may be fun to play this song and have them take turns being both
Mr. Bear and Birdie.
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6. Monkey Brain
Encourages children to focus on what they are doing in the present moment. This is the
most basic of mindfulness concepts.
Create a Mindful Moment: Do you or your children ever feel like you have monkey brain
(many thoughts running through your mind at the same time)? Next time you are
engaging in an activity with your children, encourage them to focus on being present in
the moment. For example, you can encourage them to mindfully eat by having a ‘mindful
minute’ each time you eat a meal together. Say, “Slow down your chewing. During this
minute, there is no talking. Place all of your attention on how the food feels in you mouth,
and what chewing sounds like.” Afterward, you can ask questions like, “What do you
notice about your food when you eat mindfully? Is it any different than how you normally
eat?” “Did you notice more about the flavor of your food? Was it Sweet? Bitter? Salty?
Sour?” “How did it sound? Was it crunchy?” “How did it feel? Soft? Smooth? Rough?”
“How would you describe your food to someone else?”
7. Wishing Tree
Introduces children to the idea of sending good wishes to themselves and to others. This
is the idea behind the practice of loving-kindness meditation.
Ask Mindful Questions: Ask your children, “If you had a wishing tree, what would it look
like?” Have your children illustrate their version of a ‘wishing tree.’ Ask them, "What
would you wish for yourself if you were sitting in or under your wishing tree?" "What
would you wish for others if you were sitting in or under your wishing tree?" This activity
can be turned into a class or family book.
Create a Mindful Math Activity: To get your children to grasp the concept of ‘adding one
more,’ have children listen to the song and hold up one finger. They can pretend each
finger is a bird. As one bird joins, have them add another finger. For visual learners,
several children can illustrate this song and write the corresponding addition equations.
You can also choose to act out this song, starting with one child and having a friend join
them each time a bird is added.
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8. Hugging Words
Helps children be more aware of the language they use toward others. Words can affect
our feelings – positively or negatively.
Create a Mindful Activity: Make a ‘hugging words’ book with your children. Open the
discussion by asking, “Can you think of hugging words that you can use with your friends
and family?” And, “How can you use hugging words to respond to someone who is
annoying or frustrating you?" Encourage children to talk about ways of responding using
both hugging words and non-hugging words. Children can choose to make illustrations
of the words they chose.
9. Love Inside My Heart
Teaches children to think about the love within them and to express their love to
themselves, others, and their environment
Ask Mindful Questions: Help your children cultivate love for themselves by asking
specific questions. Start out with, "What do you like about yourself?" "What kinds of
things do you do that make you feel good about yourself?" And, "What are some ways
that you act and feel that are special?"
10. Be Still
Shows children that keeping our bodies still will help us still our minds.
Create a Mindful Moment: Try sitting still with your children for a specific amount of time,
even if it is just for 30 seconds. Suggest they close their eyes or focus on a point in front
of them. When finished, ask, “When you sit still and are silent, what do you hear?” “How
does your body feel?” “How does your mind feel?” “Was that easy, or was that hard?”
The goal is for the children to simply notice these things, not to judge if they did a ‘good’
or a ‘bad’ job.
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11. Chirp Chirp
Encourages children to be sensitive to the sounds in the environment around them.
Create a Mindful Moment: Take your children somewhere that they will be able to
concentrate on sounds. Have them close their eyes, turn their voice off, and listen to the
sounds around, above, and below them. This activity can be done anywhere - in the city,
on a bus, or even in your own home.
12. All Our Voices
Encourages children to strengthen their teamwork and collaboration skills within their
community.
Ask Mindful Questions: Ask a question that will inspire your children to collaborate. For
example, you can introduce the idea of a ‘peaceful place’ in your classroom or home.
Ask, “What things would we need in order to make the peaceful place somewhere you
would want to go?” Have your children work together to collect or create these items.
When they have finished, ask, “What if you had done this activity all by yourself? Do you
think it would have been different than doing it with others?"
13. What Do I Feel?
Reminds children to be conscious of how they feel during individual moments throughout
the day.
Create a Mindful Activity: Create a feelings book with your children. Have them pick a few
emotions to act out and take pictures of their actions. Under each picture, write
something like, “When I feel (insert emotion), I want to ________.” Or, “I feel (insert
emotion) when _________.” You can do this activity as a family or as a class and have
different pictures of people expressing the same emotion.
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14. Two of Us (feat. Glen Widjeskog)
Teaches children about the importance of supporting others and working together as a
team.
Ask a Mindful Question: “When is it better to have two people instead of just one?”
15. Check In
Teaches children that taking time to notice their thoughts and feelings (‘checking in’) from
time to time throughout the day can help them have more self-control.
Create a Mindful Moment: Remind your children to ‘check in’ during certain moments
throughout the day. Ask them questions like, “What are you thinking about right now?
How are you feeling? Where do you feel your breath in your body? What do your body
and mind tell you that you need right now?” Ideally, children will internalize prompts to
‘check in’ and will begin to ask themselves questions like, “Am I paying attention to what I
am doing right now?” “Am I listening to my own thoughts?” “Am I feeling my own body?”
“Am I meeting my own needs?”
16. 10 White Doves
Encourages children to spread their love by doing kind things for other people.
Ask Mindful Questions: Ask your child, “If you were a dove, how would you spread your
love?” Then ask, “How would you feel when (insert kind action)?” “How would the
person/plant/animal feel when receiving your kind action?”
Create a Mindful Math Activity: To get your children to grasp the concept of ‘take away
one,’ have children listen to the song and hold up ten fingers. They can pretend that each
finger is a dove. When one dove flies away, have them take away one finger. For visual
learners, you can have several children illustrate this song and write the corresponding
subtraction equations. It may also be fun to act out this song, having ten different
children ‘fly away’ and ‘spread their love.’ They can act out what the doves do in the song,
or think of another way to spread their love.
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17. Peaceful Place
Helps children create an internal or external place to go when they need to calm
themselves. In their peaceful place, children should feel free to take all the time they
need in order to fully relax.
Create a Mindful Moment: Ask your children to describe their peaceful place. How does it
make them feel when they are imagining they are there or are actually there? Each child
can illustrate their peaceful place after listening to the song. If you would like to
implement a peaceful place in your own home or at school, have your children pick a
quiet spot and surround it with items that make them feel calm or happy. Perhaps include
a favorite book, some quiet music, or markers and paper to write or draw. Encourage your
children to go to their peaceful place when they feel like they need to calm their bodies
or minds. You can model this by having your own peaceful place as well.
18. Thank You
Reminds children to be thankful for what they have, and to express gratitude whenever
they can.
Create a Mindful Activity: Make or buy a gratitude journal with your children. You may
title it “Gratitude Journal,” or “The Things I am Thankful For.” Brainstorm a list together
and ask them why they are thankful for those specific things. Children can draw or write
one thing in their journals every day. Remind them that it is always nice to express their
gratitude directly to another person. Expressing gratitude not only makes the other
person feel good, it makes you feel good too!
19. Listening Within
Helps children realize that thoughts and feelings change over time. Being aware of this
can help them cope with their thoughts and feelings throughout the day.
Create a Mindful Moment: Have your children act out different emotions and take
pictures of their faces or whole body. You may choose to take a picture of a child when
they are feeling sad, happy, angry, and calm (other emotions can be included too). Put
these pictures next to each other and hang them somewhere accessible. Throughout the
day, ask your child to point to how they are feeling at the moment.
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20. One Step at a Time
Encourages children to develop a mindful walking practice, noticing each step and feeling
each part of their foot as it lowers to the ground.
Create a Mindful Moment: Mindful walking can focus a children’s attention on this
everyday task. Carve out some time with your children to mindfully walk together; ideally,
it should be a place with few distractions. Encourage children to slow down their walking.
Prompt them to notice that this allows them to be more aware of the sensations in their
feet. Start by asking children to place their attention on how their feet feel as they walk.
What sensations do they feel? How does the rest of their body feel? How does their
mind feel? If their mind is wandering, can they bring it back to the feeling in their feet?
21. Breathe In, Breathe Out
Introduces children to the idea that they can use their breath to help settle their bodies
and minds, and to help control their emotions. In doing so, they can more fully appreciate
and experience everything surrounding them.
Create a Mindful Moment: When exploring breathing, children will begin to have more
control in changing their breath. When children can change their breath, they will be able
to use their breath to control their feelings. Instead of just telling your children to
‘breathe in and breathe out’, have them think of two words that they would like to focus
on. These may be words that the children like. For example, on the inhale they could
breathe in ‘rainbow’, and on the exhale the could breathe out ‘ocean.’ They could also
inhale something they want for themselves like ‘love’, and exhale something they wish to
get rid of inside of themselves like ‘worry.’ When breathing, suggest that children place
one hand on their belly and one hand on their heart so they can feel the breath moving in
their bodies.

